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The human body is made up of different parts. In the same way, a computer also has many parts 

which make it a machine. The main parts of a computer are: 

Monitor 

 A monitor looks like a 

television. 

 We can see movies and 

cartoons on a monitor. 

 Its shows us the work 

done on a computer.  

Mouse 
 It helps us to draw 

pictures. 

 It has two or three 

buttons.  
 It also points at items on the monitor. 

CPU 
 A CPU is the brain of the 

computer.           

 It helps the computer to 

work according to the given commands. 

Printer 
 Printer is used 

to take printout 

on a paper.  

Keyboard 
 A keyboard has many keys on it. 

 These keys are used to type letters, words and numbers. 
 

 

A. Circle the correct answer: 

1. ( CPU / Mouse ) is the brain of the computer. 

2. We can type words or numbers using ( keyboard / printer). 

3. ( Printer / CPU ) is used to take printout on a paper. 

4.  A keyboard has ( four / many ) keys on it.       

B. Write True(T) or False(F) 

1. A monitor looks like a television.  

2. A mouse has five keys. 

3. We can watch stories on CPU.  

4. A mouse is used to draw pictures.      

COMPUTER – PARTS OF A COMPUTER 

COMPUTER CCOMPUTER 



  C. Match the following. 
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a) Keyboard 
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             b) Monitor 
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             c) CPU 
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             d) Mouse   
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              e) Printer 
 

 

D. Colour the parts of the computer 
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 CPU - Pink                  Printer - Yellow  
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